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This review is part of a series. If you haven’t already, check out my review of the previous issue here (/fight-club-2-2.html).

http://www.independentcomicbookreview.com/fight-club-2-2.html


We are now getting into the swing of things. By the third issue most comic series have the basics down: plot, main characters, setting, etc. By
now we all know what Marla did to Sebastian that released Tyler back into the world. Tyler came back and now the kiddo is missing, and Marla
knows it's her fault. The end of issue two shows Sebastian at the Paper Street house, with some sort of hunch as to what he has to do. Issue three
starts with, “this is limbo” as he looks up at the depilated home.

It’s made clear in this issue that the series is following the narrative of movie Fight Club and not book Fight Club. I’ve heard a lot of mixed
opinions about the end of book Fight Club—weather the narrator really is talking to God, his therapist, or a mental institution orderly—and
most of those opinions could still apply to the transition from then to now in the comic. He is still seeing a therapist, but in this issue, while
Sebastian is on the porch with our familiar space monkey friends, he talks to Tyler and an old reference makes it clear. Chuck has acknowledged
before that David Fincher did a better job with telling the story in his movie than
the original book, and more people know the movie, so I understand why. I just
thought I should make the distinction for any die-hard book lovers what they’re in
for. 

So we’ve got space monkeys on the porch preaching about fathers and men and
smart phones, and for a minute Chuck’s original brilliance shines through. We get
a solid two pages of project mayhem philosophy before some guy in his black
suit answers a phone and speaks some gibberish where he directly mentions
Palahniuk’s name. We’ve now lost cabin pressure. That moment in the last issue
where I lamented the series is trying too hard? Bingo. Sebastian falls asleep on
the porch, turn the page, and Tyler walks into the house.

Oh, this is probably something I should explain now that we’re three issues deep.
Just like in the movie, the one narrator is shown as two people

represented by two very different manifestations. They look
somewhat similar to Edward Norton and Brad Pitt in the movie. Tyler has long
hair and a very defined facial bone structure, and Sebastian is a guy in a suit with

—Tyler and
Sebastian--



a receding hairline. So there is no confusion about what personality is in control
in any given moment.

At the end of the issue we see Tyler “voiding” students who he says are
“sacrifices” because they are not trying hard enough in school. I don’t quite
understand where this is going, because one minute the book is criticizing crappy
liberal arts degrees and the next Tyler is paying for kids to go to school? Maybe
I'm misunderstanding what is going on. I don’t know how I feel. Issue three isn’t

, but I’m really hoping there’s more of that brief moment where I felt Chuck’s
original writing shine through to come.
bad
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